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Thank you for your help with this year’s evaluation process. This is a very important time. For 
many families, this will be the first real ministry contact with our church. A warm greeting, good 
organization, and a quick evaluation will make a wonderful first impression! 

Greeting Area
Extend a sincere welcome to players and their family members. Direct each family to the 
appropriate tables in the registration area: pre-registered tables or non-registered tables.

Registration Area
Be sure that all information is filled out completely on the registration form and the form is marked paid. Hand the completed form to the 
child. This form will accompany him or her to each station. 

Welcome Room
Hosted by league director or league co-director.

Sizing and Height Station 

First, have each player try on sizing jerseys and shorts (if applicable) to determine the correct size(s). Record the size(s) in the appropriate 
box(es) on the registration form. Next, measure the height of each player (in inches) and record this information in the appropriate box 
on the form.

Shooting DrillS
Each shot made will count as one point. Remember to cheer 
and encourage!

Lane Shooting
Have the player shoot as many shots as possible from designated 
spots around the lane area in a 30-second period. Players must 
rotate from spot to spot when shooting. One coach will keep time 
as the other coach rebounds, passes, and counts the shots made. 

Right-Side Shot
Have the player shoot as many right-side shots as possible in a 
30-second period. Players do not necessarily need to use their 
right hand, unless this is their ‘strong’ hand. One coach will keep 
time as the other coach rebounds, passes, and counts the shots 
made. 

Left-Side Shot
Have the player shoot as many left-side shots as possible in a 
30-second period. Players do not necessarily need to use their left 
hand, unless this is their ‘strong’ hand. One coach will keep time 
as the other coach rebounds, passes, and counts the shots made.

Agility DrillS
Each cone reached or dribbled around will count as one point. 
Remember to cheer and encourage!

Defensive Slide
Have the player slide back and forth between two cones set 12 
feet apart. One coach will keep time as the other coach counts 
the number of times the player is able to get to each cone in 30 
seconds. 

Right-Hand Dribble
Have the player dribble with his or her right hand around the two 
cones set 12 feet apart. The player should dribble in a counter-
clockwise direction. One coach will keep time as the other coach 
counts the number of times the player is able to dribble around 
each cone in 30 seconds. 

Left-Hand Dribble 
Have the player dribble with his or her left hand around two cones 
set 12 feet apart. The player should dribble in a clockwise direction. 
One coach will keep time as the other coach counts the number of 
times the player is able to dribble around each cone in 30 seconds. 

Each of the following drills are 30 seconds in duration. Follow the guidelines listed below to help ensure accuracy and 
consistency.


